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1 IntrodutionPast experienes have shown how formal methods an be suessfully applied tothe analysis of seurity protool problems (e.g., see [5, 24, 26, 1, 15℄). In this paperwe are interested in de�ning a veri�ation framework for the spi-alulus [3℄, aproess algebra derived from the �-alulus [19, 20℄ with operators to enryptand derypt messages. The spi-alulus syntax is expressive enough to desribeall the shared-key ryptographi protools and, with light modi�ations [3℄, alsoother ryptographi paradigms suh as publi-keys, hash funtions and digitalsignatures.One of the main attrative features of the spi-alulus is that serey and in-tegrity properties an be naturally formalized [2℄ as may-testing equivalenes [22℄.Later symboli trae analysis strategies [12, 4, 13℄ have been proposed to verifyserey, integrity and authentiity properties on the spi alulus or on some di-alets derived from it, and reently serey and authentiity have been reduedto type heking problems [1, 15℄ on a typed version of the spi-alulus.Here we propose a logi-based model heking [6℄ approah to the veri�ationof spi-alulus protools, by developing a model heker for a spi-alulus dialetwhih uses a linear time temporal logi suitable for expressing a wide lassof seurity properties. In the model heking the ommon strategy onsists informulating properties as prediates of a modal or temporal logi and tryingto hek their satis�ability on a �nite model of the system, using algorithmsalled model hekers. In this papers the logi onsidered is the BRUTUS logi,a linear time temporal logi proposed by Clarke, Jha and Marrero in [7℄. Byusing the BRUTUS logi it is possible to express not only serey, integrity andauthentiity properties, but also some weak form of anonymity [7℄ and generisafety properties, and this makes it interesting to be use within a proess algebrasframework onsidering that in [7℄ no theoretial alulus is used to formalizeprotools.The model heking approah applied to spi-alulus is rather new, althoughmodel heking had been already applied in protool seurity analysis (e.g.,see [18, 16, 21, 25, 11, 9, 14℄).In Setion 2 and Setion 3 we present syntax and semantis of our spi alulusdialet, alled SPID, and the BRUTUS logi. In partiular we provide SPID witha semantis based on labeled transition systems. These transition systems will bethe models on whih the satis�ability of the logi is, in turn, de�ned. In Setion 4we explain, through an example, the use of the alulus and the BRUTUS logiin ryptographi protool analysis. In Setion 5 we desribe a model hekeralgorithm, and some limitations to make �nite the underlined model we haveintrodued. Finally in Setion 6 we draw some onlusion.2 SPID: a Spi-Calulus DialetIn this setion we desribe the syntax of SPID, also synthesized in Figure 1.The language de�nition is based on: (1) a set N of atomi names whih an



be agent's names, atomi messages, enryption keys, nounes et., (2) a set Aof labels used for distinguishing di�erent ommuniation ations, (3) a set V ofvariables and (4) a set I of identi�ers2, used for uniquely identifying proessinstanes. We let m, k and p range over N , a range over A, x range over V andi range over I.Atomi names are used to build the setM of messages by pairing or enryp-tion. The set T of message terms is built, again via pairing or enryption, fromsets N and V . We let M , N range over M and S, T range over T .2.1 SPID SyntaxIn our alulus a protool Z is the parallel omposition of n proess instanes(1; p1)jjj : : : jjj(n; pn), where the identi�ers 1; : : : ; n are all distint. The intruderis desribed impliitly, in the style of Dolev-Yao [10℄, as an environment havingomplete ontrol of any ommuniation hannels: it an observe, interept orexhange any message passing through the net, and by using the messages itknows, it an ompose new messages. The restrition primitive (�m), is used forhiding a name m from what the environment initially knows.A proess instane (i; p), is omposed by a name p, speifying a proess, andby a unique identi�er, i. More instanes of the same proess p, (i1; p); : : : ; (ik; p),an be used to represent, as usual in seurity protool analysis, a proess runningmore sessions of the protool.A proess an be: (1) 0, the proess that does nothing; (2) a(T ):P , the inputproess that is ready to perform an input ation, labeled a, allowing a messageM to be reeived from the environment via pattern mathing with the messageterm T ; (3) a(T ):P 0, the proess ready to perform an output ation, labeled a,whih sends to the environment the message M , obtained instantiating all thevariables in T ; (4) a(T ):P 0, the proess who is ready to perform an assertionation, labeled a, over the message M , instane of T . Assertions, presented the�rst time by Woo and Lam in [27℄, are used here to introdue begin-eventsand end-events useful for speifying protool authentiity properties; (5) P +Qand (6) P k Q, whih are respetively the non-deterministi hoie and theparallel omposition of proesses P and Q; (7) (new m)P , whih indiates thegeneration of a new namem then used within P ; �nally (8) [Sis T ℄P , the proessthat performs an equality test over ground messages obtained instantiating thevariables in S and T . If the test sueeds the proess behaves as P else it stops.In input ation a(T ):P all variables appearing in T are bound in P , whilea variable is free if it is not bound. Considering that input ation is the onlyoperator whih binds variables, notions of bound and free variables an be de�nedover proess instanes and protools in the usual way. From now on we assumeto work on losed protools, that is protools with no free variables. Similarlyin (�m)Z and in (new m)P the name m is bound respetively in Z and in P ,while a name is free if it is not bound.2 Without loss of generality, I is the set of natural numbers f1; 2; : : :g.



a labels A m, p names Nx variables V i pro identi�ers IM , N ::= m messages M P , Q ::= proessesj fMgN 0 nilj hM; Ni j a(T ):P inputj a(T ):P outputj a(T ):P assertionS, T ::= x message terms T j P k Q parallel ompositionj fSgT j P +Q non-determinist hoiej hS; T i j (new m)P new loal namej M j [Sis T ℄P mathZ ::= protool ZZ1jjjZ2 proess list p def= P name de�nition(�m)Z name restritionj A proess instaneA ::= (i; p) proess instanesFig. 1. Syntax of the spi-alulus dialet.As laimed, our alulus is a dialet of the spi-alulus and the most evidentdi�erenes onern the ommuniation paradigm:(a) our alulus does not allow mobility. On the ontrary there is onepubli hannel and messages annot be hidden to an external observerwhen transmitted.(b) instead of a symmetri and synhronous ommuniation paradigm,via shared publi hannels, our alulus uses asynhronous ommunia-tions via the environment, whih is a pool of messages that proessesan freely aess to. In this way we want to simulate any possible unpre-ditable intruder's attak. In fat when a proess sends a message, themessage is put into the environment, and when a proess reeives a mes-sage, the message is retrieved from the knowledge of the environment,that is from all the messages the environment an ompose starting fromthe ones it has already got. Preisely, with knowledge or synthesis [23℄we intend those messages that an be inferred using a proof system start-ing from an initial set of messages (axioms). Supposing the derivationsymbols de�ned by the rules of the proof system was written `, we have:De�nition 1 (Synthesis). Let W � M be a �nite set of messages.The synthesis of W , written KS(W ), is the set W [fM : W `Mg, thatis the set of messages M for whih there exists a proof whose premisesare ontained in W .In the following, when talking about KS (W ), we will refer to the proof systemin Figure 2, whose rules represent the ommon operations over messages used inryptographi protool analysis. Moreover we have:() our alulus does not allow unbound repliation of proesses (usuallywritten as !P ) usually used to desribe multiple runs of a protool. Here



Expanding rulesm kfmgk m nhm; nishrinking rulesfmgk km hm; nim hm; ninFig. 2. Inferene rules de�ning `.we assume to have a bound number of runs (e.g., as done in [25, 12,4℄), and multiple runs are desribed using multiple instanes of eahproess. In addition in this paper we are interested only in ayli (�nite)proesses, beause this hoie both suÆes to desribe agent behaviorsrunning a seurity protool, and avoids in�nite problems due to reursiveproesses.(d) onstruts for pair splitting and for deryption are embedded into theinput primitives. In this way the reeiving of a messages and its suessiveanalysis (splitting or derypting) happen atomially in a single ation.This hoie is onsidered a syntati sugar and simpli�es part of thetheory.2.2 SPID SemantisThe operational semantis of our alulus is based on labeled transition systems,where transitions are de�ned at two level: an outer and an inner level.Outer transitions (see Figure 3) have form hG; Zi �7�! hG0; Z 0i and theydesribe how a protool Z, and the global state G, hange.Inner transitions (see Figure 4) have form hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)i andthey desribe how a proess instane (i; P ), and the global state G, evolve as aonsequene of the ation �.An ation �, an be (a) an input ation i:a(M), indiating that proessinstane i has reeived the message M performing an ation labeled a, (b) anoutput ations i:a(M), saying that instane i has sent the messageM with ationlabeled a, () i:ahMi showing that instane i has exeuted an assertion labeleda over the messageM and (d) � an internal ation. We write At to indiate theset of all ations.A global state G is a omposition of the loal states of proess instanes andthe loal state of the environment. Formally, supposing that at most n proessinstanes are involved in a protool, the global state an be thought as an arrayof n+ 1 loal states, where G(0) is the loal state of the environment, and G(i)the loal state of proess instane identi�ed by i. We write Glob to indiate the



set of all global states. In turn, a loal state l, is triple (p;W; �) where p 2 N isa name, W �M is a set of messages and � : V �!M is a funtion whih bindsvariables to messages. It is worth to underline that W and � have a monotonegrown rate along the protool exeution, and this implies that when a variable isbound to a ground message as a onsequene of an input ations, that variableremains bound afterwards. In other words a variable is indeed bound to theoutermost input ation instantiates it.Talking about binding funtions, with the symbol ? we indiate the funtionunde�ned everywhere, while we write �0 w � whenever the funtion �0 oinideswith � in every values of the domain where � is de�ned. Moreover we write�(x) = �0(x) if both funtions are unde�ned over x or oinide in x, and �nallywith b� we indiate the obvious extension over message terms, where b�(T ) isobtained substituting eah variable x in T with the orresponding value �(x).The test b�(T ) = b�(S) evaluates true if and only if both funtions return thesame ground message, false otherwise. Talking about a loal state l , we indiatewith Name(l), Know(l) and Bind(l) respetively the �rst omponent p, the seondomponent W , and the third omponent � of l .In De�nition 2 and in Figures 3 and 4 we formalize the whole operationalsemantis.De�nition 2 (Operational Semantis).Let Z = (1; p1)jjj : : : jjj(n; pn), be a protool. The assoiated labeled transitionsystem is a tuple (QZ ; hG0; Z0i;At ;RZ), where:{ QZ � Glob �Z is the set of states;{ hG0; Z0i is the initial state so de�ned� Z0 = Z;� G0(0) = (
;W
 ;?), is the initial loal state of the environment, where
 is the name of the environment, W
 is the initial set of messagesknown by the environment omposed by all the free names in Z, and ?is the empty set of bindings of the environment;� G0(i) = (pi;Wi;?) for all i 2 I, is the initial loal state of the proessinstane i. More preisely, pi is the name of the proess P if pi def= P ,Wi is the set of messages it knows, omposed by all the free names inZ and by all the free names in Z and in Pi, and ? is its initial set ofbindings.{ At is the set of ations.{ RZ � QZ�At�QZ is the transition relation de�ned by the rules in Figure 3and 4. Whenever (q; �; q0) 2 RZ we write q �7�! q0.We briey explain the transition rules reported in Figures 3 and Figure 4.Rules (P-PAR1) and (P-PAR2) de�ne transitions for the parallel ompositionof proess instanes. The (P-AGE1) and (P-AGE2) rules make a single proesstransition rise up at protool transition level. The (P-RES) just onsumes therestrition. Anyway restrition plays it main role in the de�nition of the initialknowledge of agents of the intruder (see De�nition 2). The (A-NEW) rule is



(P-PAR1) hG; Z1i �7�! hG0; Z01ihG; Z1jjjZ2i �7�! hG0; Z01jjjZ2i (P-PAR2) hG; Z2i �7�! hG0; Z02ihG; Z1jjjZ2i �7�! hG0; Z1jjjZ02i(P-AGE1) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P )i �7�! hG0; (i; P 0)i (P-RES) hG; Zi �7�! hG0; Z0ihG; (�m)Zi �7�! hG0; Z0i(P-AGE2) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; p)i �7�! hG0; (i; P 0)i where p def= PFig. 3. Transition rules for protoolsused to de�ne a new loal name. Here P [n=m℄ indiate the proess obtainedsubstituting, in P , all the free ourrenes of name m with name n. The (A-INP) transition desribes what happens when a proess instane (i; P ) is readyto perform an input ation. Before going on we need the following de�nition,involving message terms:De�nition 3 (Honest Message Terms). Supposing the following prediateP, de�ned over message termsP(T ) =8>>>><>>>>:true if T =M 2Mtrue if T = x 2 VP(T 0) if T = fT 0gMP(T1) ^ P(T2) if T = hT1; T2ifalse otherwise :a message term T is honest if and only if P(T ) evals true.Informally an honest message terms has no variables in key position, when theterm ontains enrypted subterms. In fat we hek if �, the loal binding fun-tion, an be extended with a �0 w � suh that the input term b�0(T ) is a messageM 2 KS (W
), and in this ase messageM is added to the set of messages loallyknown by the proess instane (i; P ), while the loal binding � is substitutedwith �0. If P(b�(T )) was not true, an enrypted messages (e.g., fMgK) ould bederypted, via pattern mathing with a term (e.g., fxgy) without knowing thederyption key.In addition it is worth to underline that, although KS(W
) is generallyin�nite, to hek whether b�0(T ) 2 KS(W
) is deidable [17℄. Then the premisesof (A-INP) are deidable, even though the number of possible extentions of �is generally in�nite, whih produes in�nite branhing in absene of limitingstrategies. The (A-OUT) rule desribes what happens when a proess instaneis ready to perform an output ation. The output sends the message M = b�(T ),that beomes part of the set of messages W
 known by the environment. Notethat if Z is a losed protool, then b�(T ) is neessarily a ground message. Finally(A-ASS) rule represents transitions related to a proess assertion. The ationdepiting the assertion is visible in the transition system, but no message istransmitted reeting the fat that assertions are not ommuniation ations.



(A-NEW) hG; (i; (new m)P )i � hG0; (i; P [n=m℄)i where 8<:Know(G0(i)) = Know(G(i)) [ fng,Know(G0(j)) = Know(G(j));8j 6= i;n is a new name(A-INP) P(b�(T )) ; 9�0 w � : b�0(T ) = M 2 KS(W
)hG; (i; a(T ):P )i i:ahMi hG0; P i where 8>>><>>>:W
 = Know(G(0));� = Bind(G(i));Know(G0(i)) = Know(G(i)) [ fMg,Know(G0(j)) = Know(G(j));8j 6= i;Bind(G0(i)) = �0(A-OUT) b�(T ) =MhG; (i; a(T ):P )i i:ahMi hG0; (i; P )i where � � = Bind(G(i))Know(G0(i)) = Know(G(i)) [ fMg(A-ASS) b�(T ) =MhG; (i; a(T ):P )i i:ahMi hG0; (i; P )i where � = Bind(G(i))(A-PLU1) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P +Q)i � hG0; (i; P 0)i (A-PLU2) hG; (i;Q)i � hG0; (i; Q0)ihG; (i; P +Q)i � hG0; (i;Q0)i(A-PAR1) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P k Q)i � hG0; (i; P 0 k Q)i (A-PAR2) hG; (i;Q)i � hG0; (i;Q0)ihG; (i; P k Q)i � hG0; (i; P k Q0)i(A-MAT) b�(T ) = b�(S)hG; (i; [Sis T ℄:P )i � hG0; (i; P )i where � = Bind(G(i))Fig. 4. Transition rules for proess instanes.In the following we write LTS1 to indiate the lass of labeled transitionsystems de�ned by the rules in Figure 3 and Figure 4 and oming from losedprotools.3 BRUTUS LogiThe syntax of BRUTUS logi [8℄, is presented in Figure 5. Alphabet symbols arethe same of the alulus syntax: (1) a set M of messages, (2) a set A of labels,(3) a set V of variables and (4) a set I of identi�ers. In addition we have (5) aset Vs of proess instane variables.Alphabet symbols are used to build proess instane terms Ts, message termsTm, terms, atomi propositions and formulae that onstitute the syntax of theBRUTUS logi. We let s range over Vs, pt over Ts and mt range over Tm.A term t, an be: (a) name(pt), the name of the proess instane pt, (b)pt:mt the message term mt interpreted in the loal state of the proess instanept or () a ground message M 2M.An atomi propositions �, is: (a) Knows(pt; t), whih is a prediate on theknowledge of the proess instane pt of the term t; (b) Ats�(pt; t) whih is a



M is a set of messages; A is a set of labels;I is a �nite set of identi�ers; V is a set of variables.Vs is a set of pro instane vars;f ::= � j :f j f1 ^ f2j 9s:f j �P f formulae� ::= Knows(pt; t)j Ats�(pt; t) � 2 A [A [ A [ f�g atomi propositionsj t1 = t2t ::= name(pt) j pt:mt jM M 2 M termspt ::= j j s s 2 Vs; j 2 I proess-instane terms Tsmt ::= M M 2 M message terms Tmj x x 2 Vj hmt1; mt2ij fmt1gmt2 Fig. 5. The Syntax of the BRUTUS Logiprediate on the ation �, performed by pt, involving the term t; () t1 = t2,whih is an equality test over terms.A formula f , an be any propositional logi formula, or the modal formula�P f , where the symbol �P is the modal operator eventually in its past inter-pretation. The formula 9s:f binds the proess-instane variable s within theformula f .The interpretation of atomi propositions and formulae is de�ned over traes� = q0 � �1 � q1 � : : : � �n � qn oming from a labeled transition system belongingto LTS1, where qi = hGi; Zii, and qi �i+17�! qi+1 is a possible transition from qi.In other words a trae is the temporal struture over whih the satis�ability ofa formula is heked. We start de�ning the interpretation of terms over a singleglobal state G.De�nition 4 (Message Term Interpretation). Given a global state G, anda message term pt, the message term interpretation, is the funtion3 M : Glob !Tm !M[ f?g given below:M (G)(M) = M; where M 2MM (G)(j:mt) = b�(mt); where � = Bind(G(j))M (G)(name(j)) = p; where p = Name(G(j))Informally, the interpretation of j:mt is the ground message obtained instanti-ating all the variables appearing in mt, using the set of bindings of the proess3 With Glob we intend the set of all global states.



instane whose identi�er is j. If not all the variables in mt an be instanti-ated then j:mt is unde�ned; the interpretation of name(j) is the message whihrepresents the name of the proess instane whose identi�er is j.Now we de�ne the interpretation of atomi propositions and formulae overa single state. We will write h�; ii j= � to mean that the atomi proposition �is satis�ed on the state qi = hGi; Zii of the trae �. We will write h�; ii j= f tosay that formula f is satis�ed on the state qi.De�nition 5 (Atomi Proposition Interpretation). Given a trae � = q0 ��1 � q1 � : : : � �n � qn, we have, for 1 � i � n:h�; qii j= t1 = t2 i� M (Gi )(t1) = M (Gi )(t2)h�; qii j= Knows(j; t) i� M (Gi )(t) 2 KS(Know(Gi(j)))h�; qii j= Ats�(j; t) i� �i = j:�(M); where M = M (Gi )(t)Informally, the proposition t1 = t2 is true over the global state Gi, where qi =hGi; Zii, if the interpretation of the two message terms over Gi, is equal. Weremind from Setion 2 that if at least one of the interpretation is unde�ned theequality results false. The proposition Knows(j; t) is true, over the global stateGi, where qi = hGi; Zii, if and only if the interpretation of the term t over a stateGi, belongs to KS (Wj), where Wj is the set of messages in the loal state of theproess identi�ed with j. Finally the proposition Ats�(j; t) is true, over theglobal state Gi, where qi = hGi; Zii, if and only if the ation �i, the transitiontaken to enter in the urrent state, is j:�(M) where M is the message obtainedinterpreting the term t over Gi.De�nition 6 (Formulae Interpretation). Given a formula f and a trae� = q0 � �1 � : : : � �n � qn, we have that for 1 � i � n:h�; qii j= � i� h�; qii j= �h�; qii j= :f i� h�; qii 6j= fh�; qii j= f1 ^ f2 i� h�; qii j= f1 and h�; ii j= f2h�; qii j= 9s:f i� there exists s0 2 I : h�; qii j= f [s0=s℄h�; qii j= �P f i� there exists j; 0 � j � i : h�; qji j= fThe obvious extension of satis�ability over a trae is de�ned as follows � j= f i�h�; qii j= f;8i : 0 � i � length(�). Finally we have that a formula f is satis�edover a modelM of a SPID protool, written M j= f , if and only if f is satis�edover all the traes of the model.4 IntermezzoIn this setion we present as an example the formalization in SPID, a simpleprotool. Then we will show how to express a seurity property using the BRU-TUS logi, and provide some intuition on its satis�ability over the model of theprotool.As a protool example let us onsider the following key-exhange protoolwhere two prinipals A and B and a trusted server S are involved:



Protool 1 (Key Exhange)1: A! S : A;B2: S ! A : fKABgKAS ; fA;KABgKBS3: A! B : fA;KABgKBSInformally, in the �rst step A sends to S a message omposed of its nameand the name of B. With that message A intends to request a new session keyto ommuniate with B. The server S generates a fresh session key KAB andenrypts two opies of it: one using the key KAS, shared with A, and the other(where there is additional information about A's identity) using the key KBS ,shared with B. Then, S sends (step 2) both opies to A, whih in turn forwards(step 3) to B the message reserved to it. One reeived, B an determine thatA wants to start a on�dential ommuniation with it, and retrieve the sessionkey it wants to use. One session of the protool written in SPID appears as inthe following:KE def= (�Kas)(�Kbs)(�A)(�B)(�S)(1; A)jjj(2; B)jjj(3; S)A def= as(hA; Bi):as (hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0B def= ab(fhA; x2igKbs):0S def= as(hA; Bi):(new Kab)as(hfKabgKas ; fhA;KabigKbsi):0The protool spei�ation shows three proess instanes, one for eah proessrunning the protool. Three di�erent labels ab, as and bs are used to distin-guish ations over the publi hannel. The two shared keys Kas and Kbs, andthe names of partiipants A, B and S are initially hidden to the environment.In Figure 6 we have drawn an abstrat representation of the labeled tran-sition system, model of the protool spei�ation KE. In partiular with tightarrows and with [�℄, we have given a ompat representation of an in�nite lassof transitions and the related ations, aused by reeiving di�erent messagesfrom the environment's synthesis. Consequently with [q℄ we have indiated thein�nite set of states reahed by [�℄. Finally with [�℄ and dashed arrows we haverepresented the in�nite lass of transitions outgoing from [q℄ states.In Figure 7 we have reported a table ontained detailed information aboutmost signi�ant states of the transition system (the ones irled in Figure 6). Inthe �rst olumn state names q are reported, in the seond the arrays representingthe global states G (eah element of the array lays in a di�erent row), and �nallyin the third olumn the fragment of the alulus Z representing the protoolevolution.BRUTUS logi an be used to express seurity properties, for example thefollowing authentiity property:
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�1 = 1:ashhA; Bii�2 = 3:ashhA; Bii Fig. 6. Example of the LTS.



In the following W1 = fA;B; S;Kasg, W2 = fA;B; S;Kbsg and W3 = fA;B;S;Kas; Kbsg.q G Zq0 G0 = (
;;;?)(A;W1;?)(B;W2;?)(S;W3;Kbsg;?) Z0 = (�Kas)(�Kbs)(�A)(�B)(�S)(1; A)jjj(2;B)jjj(3; S)q1 G1 = (
;fhA; Big;?)(A;W1;?)(B;W2;?)(S;W3;?) Z1 = as (hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0jjj(2;B)jjj(3; S)q2 G2 = (
; hA; Bi;?)(A;W1;?)(B;W2;?)(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?) Z2 = as (hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0jjj(2;B)jjj(3; (new Kab)as(hfKabgKas ; fhA;KabigKbs i):0)q3 G3 = G2 Z3 = as (hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0jjj(2;B)jjj(3; as(hfKgKas ; fhA;KigKbs i):0)where K is a new nameq4 G4 = (
;fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA;KigKbsig;?)(A;W1;?)(B;W2;?)(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?) Z4 = as (hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0jjj(2;B)jjj(3;0)q005 G005 = (
; fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA;KigKbs ig;?)(A;W1;?)(B;W2 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �005 )(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?)where �005 = [x2=K℄ Z005 = as(hfx1gKas ; y1i):ab(y1):0jjj(2;0)jjj(3;0)q006 G006 = (
; fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA; KigKbsig;?)(A;W1 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �006 )(B;W2 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �005 )(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?)where �006 = [x1=K℄ Z006 = (1; ab(y1):0)jjj(2;0)jjj(3;0)q007 G007 = (
; fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA; KigKbs i,fhA; KigKbsg;?)(A;W1 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �006 )(B;W2 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �005 )(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?) Z007 = (1;0)jjj(2;0)jjj(3;0)[q008 ℄ [G008 ℄ = (
; fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA; KigKbs ig;?)(A;W1 [ fhfKgKas ; Mig;?)(B;W2 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �005 )(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?)for all M 2 KS(W
)� ffhA; KigKbsgwhere W
 = Know(G005 (0)) Z008 = (1; ab(y1):0)jjj(2;0)jjj(3;0)[q009 ℄ [G009 ℄ = (
; fhA; Bi,hfKgKas ; fhA; KigKbs ,M 0ig;?)(A;W1 [ fhfKgKas ; Mig;?)(B;W2 [ ffhA; KigKbsg; �005 )(S;W3 [ fhA; Big;?)for all M 0 2 KS(W
)� ffhA; KigKbsgwhere W
 = Know(G008 (0)) Z009 = (1;0)jjj(2;0)jjj(3;0)Fig. 7. Details of the LTS.



f def= 8b: 9a: name(b) = B ^ name(a) = A ^ (1)Atsab(b; fhA; x2igKBS)! �PAtsab(a; y1) ^a:y1 = b:fhA; x2igKBSInformally the formula (1) says that whenever a proess instane, of the prin-ipal B, reeives the message fhA; x2igKBS then there exists a proess instane,of prinipal A, whih has previously sent a message y1 to B, and y1 is exatlythe same message fhA; x2igKBS whih B has reeived. The satis�ability of theformula (1) is heked over the labeled transition system in Figure 6. In this asethe formula is not satis�ed. In fat, is easy to hek that on trae q0 � �1 : : : q007 ,for example, proess B reeives the message before A sends it, proving that theenvironment has maliiously assumed A's identity.5 Model ChekingAs we have seen in Setion 2, the use of KS generally reates an in�nite amountof input transitions. This is due to the possibility of proesses to reeive in inputone of the in�nite amount of messages omposed by the environment, amongwhih there would be the message able to break protool seurity.Anyway beause our purpose is to de�ne a model heking environment forSPID, it is we neessarily need to bound the number of messages the environmentan synthesize, in order to have �nite SPID protool models. In this Setion wewill follow a very simple idea. In partiular we introdue a bounded de�nition ofknowledge, we all bound synthesis, written KS (d)(W ). Informally the KS (d)(W )is omposed only of those messages in KS (W ) of depth d, where the depth of amessage an be the following:De�nition 7 (Depth of a Message). Let M be a message. The depth of M ,Type(M), is de�ned on the struture of M as follows:1: Type(m) = 12: Type(fMgN) = Type(M) + Type(N)3: Type(hM; Ni) = Type(M) + Type(N):Using the depth of De�nition 7 we an formalize the bound synthesis asfollows:De�nition 8 (Bounded Synthesis). Let W �M be a �nite set of messages,and d a positive integer. Then KS (d) : M ! M, alled the d-synthesis is afuntion from message sets to message sets, suh that:KS (d)(W ) = fM 2 KS(W ) : Type(M) = dgAbout bound synthesis the following results hold:



Lemma 1. Let W a �nite set of messages. Then for every d � 0, KS (d)(W ) isa �nite set.Theorem 1. Let W be �nite. Given a message M , the question M 2 KS (d)(W )an be answered in time O(jKA(W )j�Type(M)), where KA(W ) is the �nite set ofmessages that an be inferred from W using only shrinking rules (see Figure 2).Proof. We an ompute the Type(M) in linear time in the size ofM . If Type(M) 6=d then M 62 KS (d)(W ) and we have �nished. Otherwise Type(M) = d and weknow from [7℄ thatM 2 KS (W ) an be answered in time O(jKA(W )j�Type(M)).By using KS (d), for some d > 0, instead of KS , the rule (A-IN) of Figure 4,an be rede�ned and the models for eah SPID protool so obtained are �nite.We will all Rd the new set of transition rules using the bound synthesis.The model heker is implemented by Algorithm 1, a simple proedure whihvisits the labeled transition system in a depth �rst mode. As parameters thealgorithm requires a lose protool Z, the formula f to be heked, and an integerd > 0 used to de�ne transitions Rd. Informally Algorithm 1 uses two staks: S�and S� . The former is used for implementing a depth �rst visit of the transitionsystem, and it ontains enabled transitions; the latter is used for storing pre�xesof traes. In partiular during the depth �rst traversal of transitions, pre�xesq0 � �1 � � ��i � qi are built and the satis�ability of the formula f is heked overthe state qi using the satis�ability relation de�ned in Setion 3.The proedure stops with a ounterexample if f is disovered to be unsat-is�ed in some qi. Algorithm 1 has time omplexity O(jV j � (jf j+ jKA(Wmax)j �jType(Mmax)j)) where jV j is the number of states of the transition system,jf j is the length of formula f , Wmax is the greatest W
 and Mmax is thelongest message used within the protool. In fat the main loop is exeutedjV j times, and within a loop jf j time is required to hek the satis�ability, orjKA(Wmax)j � jType(Mmax)j are in the worst ase the possible enabled transi-tions.It is worth to underline that use of KS (d) limits the number of traes of themodel to a �nite number, and as a onsequene a formula whih results to be un-satis�ed is obviously unsatis�ed over the general in�nite branhing model LTS1.On the ontrary nothing an be said when a formula results to be satis�ed.6 ConlusionsIn this paper we have presented a model heking environment for a spi-alulusdialet, alled SPID. In SPID, a protool is desribed as a parallel omposition ofa �nite number of proess instanes, eah representing a �nite-behaviored agentrunning the protool. More run a protool an be desribed by instantiatingmore opies of eah agent.The SPID alulus has been provided with an operational semantis based onlabeled transition systems (LTS), where the intruder is desribed in the Dolev-Yao style, that is by assuming the presene of an impliit environment whih



Algorithm 1 Model Cheking (Z a losed protool, f formula, d � 0)1: q0 = hG0; Z0i finitial state, see De�nition 2g2: S�  ; fan empty stak for ontaining transitionsg3: S�  ; fan empty stak ontaining ations and states (i.e., pre�x of traes)g4: push(� � q0;S�) fHere � is used just for onsisteneg5: 8q; mark(q) false fset all states not marked (mark is an attribute of q).g6: repeat7: �q  head(S�) fretrieve the element in the top of the stak (only q is importantg8: if notmark(q) then fif q has not visited yetg9: mark(q) true fmark itg10: if hS� ; qi 6j= f then fif f is not satis�ed over q along trae S� (Def. 6g11: return false;S� freturn ounterexampleg12: else ff is satis�edg13: � f� : � is an enabled transition from state q w.r.t.Rdg14: if � = ; then fno transition is possibleg15: pop(S�) fdelete head element � � q from trae stak (i.e., baktrak)g16: else17: 8� 2 �; push(�;S�) fpush the enabled transition into S�g18: end if19: end if20: end if21: if S� 6= ; then fif some transition remainsg22: � pop(S�) fretrieve next transition (i.e., depth �rst searh)g23: let q0 : q �7�! q0 in push(� � q0;S�)24: q  q025: else26: pop(S�) fbaktrakg27: end if28: until S� = ; fall states have been visitedg29: return true



has ontrol over the net and whih is able to ompose new messages, by pairing,splitting, deryption and enryption, starting from the ones passing through thenet. As a onsequene any ommuniation happens via the environment-intruder,whih plays as a dynami pool of messages: when a proess sends a message thisbeomes part of the environment, and when a proess reeives a messages thisis retrieved from the ones the environment an generate.The presene of an intruder that synthesizes an in�nite amount of messagesduring reeiving ations of proesses, makes our LTS in�nite branhing even if allproesses have a �nite behavior. In fat, in�nite transitions arise when a proessinstane tries to reeive a message among the in�nite ones the environment angenerate.The LTS oming from SPID protools are also the models over whih thesatis�ability of a linear time temporal logi, we alled BRUTUS logi, has beende�ned. Using the BRUTUS logi, de�ned by Clarke, Jha and Marrero in theirBRUTUS model heker for seurity protools, it is possible to express serey,integrity, authentiity properties, some weak form of anonymity and generalsafety properties. De�ning the satis�ability over these LTS, models of SPIDprotools, is the main ontribution of this paper.Anyway, in order to provide an e�etive model heker proedure, possibleonly over �nite, or �nite state, we need some useful and limiting strategy. Inthis paper, as a �rst solution, we have hosen to modify the rule de�ning inputtransitions by imposing that the length of messages built by the intruder was�xed a priori. In other words the model heker algorithm takes as parameters, inaddition to a losed protool P and a BRUTUS formula f , an integer parameterd > 0, and in the an on-the-y generation of the model for P , no messages oflength greater than d are onsidered when expanding input transitions.In this way, beause the set of traes of the bound LTS is obviously a subsetof the set of traes of the general LTS, an attak found over a �nite model is anattak over the in�nite model of a protool. In pratie, this simple strategy issuÆient for �nding most ommon aws, as previous works shown (e.g., see [9℄).
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